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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be the building (see Tits [24]) for a Chevalley group G of rank n; 
it is a simplicial complex of dimension n - 1. The homology of A was 
studied by Solomon and Tits [lS], who showed in particular that the top 
homology group H, _ ,(A) affords the Steinberg representation for G. In 
[9], Lusztig constructed discrete-series representations using homology 
with a special system of coefficients, in the natural characteristic, on 
buildings of type A,. Later Deligne and Lusztig [7; see also 1 and 51 
obtained a “duality” between certain representations, using coefficient 
homology. These coefficient systems may be described as fixed-point 
sheaves, FV (see Section I), where V is a G-module. In this paper we are 
primarily concerned with modules and sheaves over the natural field k of 
definition of the group G. (In [ 1, 5, 71, the modules are in characteristic 
zero.) The motivation for our work comes from several areas: 
(1) Simple groups. Emerging techniques of Timmesfeld and others (see 
[23, 15, 221) often lead to problems requiring the “local” recognition of 
kG-modules-from information given only at the parabolic subgroups 
(which define the building A). We shall see in (1.3) that such modules are 
quotients of the zero-homology group HO of a suitable coefficient system. 
This is quite natural because HO is effectively a direct limit construction; cf. 
Lusztig [9, p. 61. Our results in Section 4 determine the important class of 
such quotients corresponding to minimal weights. 
(2) Finite geometry. The question of (linear) embeddings of a building 
can be similarly dealt with using the zero-homology construction; this is 
effectively the approach of Tits to polar spaces in [24, Chap. 81. Thus our 
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results in Section 4 also determine certain universal embeddings. The sub- 
ject of embeddability will be taken up, in a more general geometric context, 
in a forthcoming paper. 
(3) Representation theory. In the modular theory for the Chevalley 
groups, our approach provides some results in at least the finite case. For 
example, there is a 1: 1 correspondence between irreducible kG-modules V 
and irreducible coefficient systems 9”. Indeed we can construct the system 
FV “recursively” without prior knowledge of V itself, and we show in Sec- 
tion 3 how this leads to an algorithmic construction of the irreducible V. 
We mention some further important features of our choice of modules in 
“natural” characteristic. Given a kG-module V, we define the “fixed-point 
sheaf’ 9” by attaching to each parabolic subgroup P the subspace V” fixed 
by the unipotent radical U of P. If p is the characteristic of G (and k), then 
U = O,(P), so that Vu #O-and our definition always has some content. 
This structure also provides an alternative to the “weight” theory based on 
characters of a Cartan group H in G-particularly useful for the case 
k = (F,(so that H= l), which is crucial in simple-group theory. 
The results in natural characteristic also differ in interesting ways from 
those obtained in characteristic 0. For example, in [7, 181 homology of the 
relevant systems vanishes except in dimension 0 and some unique higher 
dimension, and these spaces afford irreducible CG-modules. In our case, all 
the analogous homology groups may be non-zero. Indeed the meaning of 
these higher homology modules is an open question, which we do not 
address in this paper. Instead we concentrate on the zero-homology of 
natural irreducible sheaves 5”. We find in Section 2 that this module can 
be reducible, but is at least indecomposable; indeed it has a unique 
maximal submodule M with quotient isomorphic to V. The exact nature of 
M in general is also fairly mysterious; in certain useful cases, such as the 
minimal-weight modules in Section 4, it turns out that M = 0. 
1. DEFINITIONS, EXAMPLES, AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
The Setting 
For the sake of simplicity, we have chosen to fix a single hypothesis from 
which all our results can be established, rather than stating each result in 
the full ‘generality which the proof allows; we content ourselves with 
periodic remarks concerning extensions. So except where explicitly stated, 
we operate under the following conventions: 
General Hypothesis 
G is a (universal) Chevalley group of rank n b 2, defined over k = IF, 
(q =pr, p prime). 
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P = U. L is any (proper) parabolic subgroup, with unipotent radical U 
and Levi complement L. 
A represents the building of G, regarded as a simplicial complex: 
with maximal parabolics giving vertices, sub-maximal parabolics giving 
edges,..., and Bore1 subgroups giving maximal faces (or “chambers” in the 
standard terminology of Tits [24]). 
V is some kG-module. 
Often we will assume that V is the irreducible module corresponding to a 
dominant weight 1 in the “q-restricted” range (see Steinberg [21, 
Sect. 133). 
The restriction to rank 22 stems from our geometrical motivation; for 
SL,(q), the building is simply a discrete set of q + 1 points. Many of the 
concepts we introduce will make sense in more general contexts, par- 
ticularly the following: 
(i) G is a twisted finite group of Lie type. 
(ii) G is an algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed 
held-usually r,,, but also including the case of Lie groups over C. More 
generally, G is any group with a B&pair. 
(iii) G is a sporadic simple group, with A given by a suitable collec- 
tion of (usually local) subgroups-as in Ronan and Smith [12] or Ronan 
and Stroth [ 131. 
Sheaves 
Given any simplicial complex A, a coefficient sysfem B is a set of abelian 
groups &, one for each simplex 0 of A, together with connecting 
homomorphisms rp,, : 9g + 9$, whenever z is a face of 0, such that 
when (r is in turn a face of p. (Our maps are written on the right.) Now our 
concern in this paper is with kG-modules, so we will make further 
assumptions tailored to this situation. First we require that any 9 be a 
system of k-spaces, that is, that each abelian group & be a vector space 
over k. Furthermore we will assume a G-action on 9, reflecting the per- 
mutation action of G on A. This will be a representation of G (acting on 
the right) on the formal direct sum of the terms of 9, denoted by g-2, 
such that the restriction 2, of 2 to a term T0 is a linear map to the term at 
ag; that is, g, E Hom,(%, 9&). It is natural to insist that the system be 
equivariant for this action; that is, the maps 6, must intertwine the relevant 
connecting maps, so that the following diagram commutes: 
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We make two observations as easy consequences of our definition. Notice 
first if g stabilizes g (that is, g lies in the parabolic P,) then the term %g is 
given the structure of a P,-module: 
(iii) For g E P, the maps 8, E End,(%O) define a representation of P, 
on %0, with cpOr E Hom,,O(%O, %r). 
(iv) If h E P,, then (g ~ ‘hgjng E End,(%Og). 
For the purposes of our work in this paper, the term sheafi will always 
mean a coefficient system with G-action satisfying (i) and (ii) (and hence 
(iii) and (iv)) above. We will see that sheaves can often be exhibited by 
considering kP,-submodules of some kG-module, with the module action 
defining the G-action of the sheaf. In fact, the only sheaves considered in 
this (first) paper are subsheaves and quotient sheaves of the fixed point 
sheaf 9” or the constant sheaf XV, where V is a kc-module. 
The constant sheaf Xv. Every term is a copy of V, and the connecting 
homomorphisms are identity maps. 
The fixed-point sheaf Fv. The term at the parabolic P, = U,L, is the 
fixed-point space Vu* = {O E VI(u) g = u, for all g E U,}; we sometimes 
abbreviate this to V,. If c is a face of z, then P,?P, and U, 5 U,, so that 
v”r 1 VU? ; so the connecting homomorphisms of %” are these obvious 
inclusion maps. (Notice if V is the trivial module, then %“= XV.) 
Example of afixed-point sheaf Let V be the natural module for SL,(k) 
(here k may be any field). The building for SL,(k) may be obtained from V 
by taking as simplexes all possible nested sequences Vi, $ ... $ Vi,,, of 
proper non-zero subspaces of I’. If rs is one such sequence we let V, denote 
the first term. It is straightforward to verify that the fixed-point sheaf %” 
has V, as the term corresponding to the simplex 0. The homology of this 
sheaf was calculated by Lusztig (see Example 2 at the end of this section). 
Sheaf Mappings 
For fixed G (and hence k), the set of all sheaves forms a category whose 
morphisms are of interest to us. Since the terms of a sheaf are k-spaces, we 
will develop for sheaf mappings the standard notions from linear algebra. 
Let % and Y be sheaves, with connecting maps denoted by qrn and +,,, 
respectively. Then a morphism (or sheaf map) m : % + 9 will be a collec- 
1 For brevity, we use “shear’ instead of the more appropriate “presheaf.” 
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tion m = {m,: god} of k-linear maps m, E Hom,(&, $) commuting in 
the natural way with connecting maps and G-action: 
f% 
(ii) for g E G: 
EXAMPLE. If V is a kG-module, then the inclusions i,: VUu + V define a 
morphism i: 9” + X,,. 
More generally F is a subsheaf of 9 (written 9 E 9) if Fg E $ for each 
6, and ti,, I F. = qcT for each connecting map. One can then define the 
quotient sheaf 9/P as follows. One sets (9/F), = %,/FO with the obvious 
connecting maps defined by the tig7; the G-action is induced from that 
on Y. 
Let m : F + 59 be a morphism. We define the kernel X, of m as the sheaf 
whose term at (r is ker(m,); connecting maps and G-action are obtained by 
restriction from those of 9. Evidently X, is a subsheaf of 9. We say m is 
injectiue when each m, is injective; this occurs precisely when the kernel X, 
is the zero sheaf, each of whose terms is the zero k-module. Similarly the 
image (9) m is the subsheaf of Y whose term at (r is (sm) m,; m is surjec- 
tive if each m, is, which is equivalent to (9) m = $9. And m is an 
isomorphism if it has both these properties. 
It is straightforward to define the notions of direct sum and exact 
sequence of sheaves; naturally we find that a subsheaf is in fact a direct 
summand precisely when the corresponding short exact sequence splits. We 
obtain a natural notion of indecomposability for sheaves. The following 
example will illustrate the essential role of connecting maps: Let G = L,(2) 
and let M be an indecomposable 6-dimensional module, with natural 3- 
dimensional submodule V and dual quotient V. Inspection of each lixed- 
point space M, produces a splitting as V,@ VC under action of P,. But 
these splittings do not commute with connecting maps: so the sequence 
0 -+ 9” -+ FM -+ 9$ -+ 0 does not split, and PM is indecomposable. 
In this paper all sheaves will be chamber-generated, meaning that each 
g0 is spanned by the images (FC) cpCg where c ranges over all chambers on 
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0. A chamber-generated sheaf will be called irreducible if it contains no 
proper, non-zero, chamber-generated subsheaves. (Notice, however, that 
by setting some of the terms to zero, one obtains subsheaves which are not 
chamber-generated.) It follows for such an F that each 9, is a non-zero 
irreducible kP,-module (in particular, U, = O,(P,) must act trivially). 
Then the main result of [ 141 says in the present language that if V is an 
irreducible kc-module, then 9” is an irreducible sheaf. 
We remark finally that the k-linear structure of the terms of a sheaf 
allows us to define a natural addition and k-multiplication on sheaf maps 
from F to Y. Thus the set Hom,(B, 3) of all such maps is endowed with 
the structure of a vector space over k. 
Chain complexes and homology. A sheaf 9 defines a natural chain com- 
plex on A: The O-chain space Co(A, F) is given by the formal direct sum of 
the terms of B at vertices (= 0-simplexes = maximal parabolics), with 
C,(A, 9) given by terms at edges (= 1-simplexes = sub-maximal 
parabolics), and so on down to C,- ,(A, 9) given by terms at chambers 
(= maximal faces = Bore1 subgroups). The boundary maps are obtained by 
composing the usual simplicial boundary maps of A with the connecting 
maps of F: To determine signs, we fix an ordering (1,2,..., n) of the n dis- 
tinct “types” of vertices. Thus if 0 is an r-simplex of type I= 
{ i, < i, < ... < ir} and cj denotes its maximal face with type r\{ij>, we 
define a,, as the map ( - 1 )j (pb,,,. Then the sum 8, = I,‘=, agO, over all sub- 
types maps p0 into Ck _ r (A, 9); and finally summing over all simplexes of 
this dimension defines 8, - Cdim(o)=r 8, as the boundary map from 
C,(A, 9) into C,- ,(A, 9). If r = 0 one takes 8, to be the zero map. As 
usual we define the space of r-cycles Z,(A, 9) as the kernel of a,, and the 
space of r-boundaries B,(A, 9) as the image of a,,, . Our assumption of 
G-equivariance guarantees that the homology spaces H,(A, 9) = 
Z,(A, F)/B,(A, 9) have a kc--module structure. (The G-action respects 
simplicial rank, and so preserves each C,(A, 9); while by equivariance it 
commutes with each connecting map cpo7 and so with each boundary 
operator a,, whose kernel and image must therefore be G-stable.) 
Elementary Properties 
Our study in Section 2 will focus on the irreducible sheaf 9” determined 
by an irreducible module I/. Prior to this we develop a few results which 
apply to more general sheaves. Since A is fixed, we will write H,(F) instead 
of Hi(A; F). 
(1.1) LEMMA. If W is a kG-module, and X, the constant sheaf on W, 
then H,(&,) 2 W. 
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Proof. This follows from the connectedness of the building A; see 
Example 1 below. 1 
To make our statements precise we need some further notation. If x is a 
vertex we let cpX: %X + H,(%) denote the restriction of the natural map 
cp: C,(%) + H,(%). If (T is any simplex we then define a map 
cpO: %0 + H,,(9) as follows. Let x be a vertex of c, and define cpc = cp,, 0 cpX 
(recall the connecting maps cp,,); we show that (p,, is independent of choice 
of x on 6, and is therefore well defined. Let y be another vertex of cr. Any 
two vertices of c lie on a common edge, and we let e denote this edge for x 
and y. Since 8, = f (cp,, - rp,) by definition, and since B,(S) = Ker cp, it 
follows that apex 0 cp, = ‘peY o qr. Therefore cp,, o cpX = cp,, o cp,, o cpX = 
cpbe 0 ‘pe,, 0 (pv = ‘pO,, 0 (pY, proving that cp, is well defined. 
Remark. Notice that cp,, 0 cpr = cp,, when z is a face of a. Also, we 
observe using G-equivariance that g 0 ‘pXg = cpX og for any vertex x, from 
which we obtain g 0 (pap = cpO 0 g for g E G. 
We wish to study quotients of the direct limit module Ho(%) for various 
sheaves %. We begin by recalling the usual Frobenius-Nakayama formula 
describing quotients of an induced module. Take a subgroup P of G, a kP- 
module F, and a kc-module W. One has Horn&F, W,) E k 
Hom,,(Indg(F), W). In the case of sheaves, we recall that the full collec- 
tion of parabolic subgroups is involved, and now H, replaces induction: 
(1.2) THEOREM. Let W be a kc-module, and 9 a sheaf Then Hom,(%, 
~6,) z k Hom,,(Hd%), WI. 
Proof: The proof will be entirely formal. First let a : H,,(F) --) W be a 
kc-map. We wish to construct an associated sheaf map ii: % + &. We 
regard a as a map defined on C,(%) and vanishing on &(%). Let a be a 
simplex. We define 8,: %0 + W as cpO 0 a, where the map (pb is as defined in 
the preceding paragraph. We obtain condition (i) of a sheaf map: 
since cpg7 0 (P* = cpO, as previously remarked. In a similar way, condition (ii) 
follows from the assumption that a is a kc-map and our remark 
g 0 (peg = cpc og. Finally, it is easy to see that the map ac* rT of 
Horn&Ho(%), W) into Hom,(%,&) is k-linear. 
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On the other hand, we may fix a sheaf map b: % -+ Jlrw, and construct 
an associated kG-map b: H,,(%) -+ W. We will define 6 on generators of 
C,(%), and then show that it vanishes on B,(%). Thus if x is a vertex, and 
f E %X, we define (f) 6 as (f) b, E W. Then if vertices x, y define an edge e, 
with f~%~, the typical O-boundary (f) (ppX- (f) ‘peY is mapped by fi to 
(f) cp,,b,- (f) qeyb,. But condition (i) for a sheaf map forces cp,,b, = 
b, = qevb,; and so b is well defined on H,(F). Next, for f E %X and g E G, we 
have (f) d = (f) d,; and condition (ii) for a sheaf map gives gob, = 
b,x 0 g, so we have (f) g6 = (f) 6, 0 g = (f) ggs; thus b is a G-map. Again, it is 
easy to see that b + b is k-linear. 
Finally, one checks directly that i = a and 6= b, proving the 
isomorphism in (1.2). i 
It will be useful to single out a special case of this general result: 
(1.3) THEOREM. Let W be a kc-module, and suppose 9 is a subsheaf of 
X&, whose terms generate W. Then W is a quotient of H,(9). 
Proof. The inclusion 8 z J&, provides, by (1.2), a map of Ho(F) into 
W; we must show that it is surjective. The short exact sequence of sheaves 
leads by standard theory [ 19, Chap. 4.51 to a long exact sequence in 
homology, which ends with 
... H,(F) -+ H,(X+,) + H,(XJF) + 0. 
Now by (1.1) we have H,(%&)z W, and the first map is that of (1.2); we 
are done when we show H,(.XJS) =O. (This fact is not stated in (1.3), 
but is perhaps of independent interest.) Thus for any vertex x and any vec- 
tor w  + %X of W/px = (XJ%),, we must show w  + %X is homologous to 
zero. Since % is a subsheaf of &,, its connecting maps are inclusions. This 
implies that any term of % is a subspace of a vertex term, and so the vertex 
terms generate W. For any w  E W it follows that w  = w1 + ... + wk for 
wi E %X, where the xi are vertices. So it suffices to show that each wi + %X is 
homologous to zero. However, by connectivity there is a path from x to xi: 
and for x, ,v on an edge e, we have a( wi + %e) = +(( wi + %X) - ( wi + %Y)). 
Consequently by induction on the length of a path from x to xi we find 
wi + %X in (XJ%), is homologous to wi + %X, in (XJ%)),,-which is 0 as 
wj E %xi.I 
Tensor Products of Sheaves 
If % and 9 are two sheaves, then we define their tensor product % 0 Q 
to be the coefficient system whose term at 0 is %O@‘Z&; connecting maps 
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are defined by tensor-product maps. Since Fg @ ‘$ admits an obvious P,- 
module structure, and F@Y admits an equivariant G-action, it is 
straightforward to check that 9@$ is a sheaf. The reader should beware 
that this tensor product is quite different from the tensor product of com- 
plexes which is used in homological algebra (where (%@9), = 
Ci+ j= ,,$ @ 3, subscripts denoting chain dimension). 
Now consider two kG-modules V and W. If X is any subgroup of G, then 
VX@ Wx is naturally a subspace of (V@ W)“, and so it follows that the 
sheaf F&J&, is a subsheaf of .F,,@ w. The next observation follows easily 
from l-141: 
(1.4) PROPOSITION. If V Q W is an irreducible module, then 
9 “@ uE9”QF~. 
As an application of the above proposition let us consider Steinberg’s 
tensor product theorem [20, Theorem 5.11. If k is the finite field IF, where 
q =p’ (p prime), then every irreducible kG-module V is an r-fold tensor 
product: 
v= v’l”Q **. Q v!“, 
where the superscript (i) denotes the conjugate by the ith power of a 
generator of the Galois group Gal(F,, FP) of a “basic” irreducible kG- 
module Vi. It follows from (1.4) that we have a sheaf product: 
We also wish to consider 0th homology of product sheaves. A standard 
argument shows: 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. The inclusion map i: CO(9 0 9) + C,(F) 0 C,(3) 
induces a map from H,(9 0 ‘3) + H,,(9) 0 H,,(3). 
We remark that (1.5) can be quite useful in describing the occurrence of 
sheaves in complicated modules; but the information is often only 
approximate, since the map need not be injective or surjective. (The reader 
may consider the products 3 0 3 for L,(2) or 40 6 for L,(2) of modules 
mentioned in Example 4 below.) 
Some Examples of Sheaves and Homology 
EXAMPLE 1. Constant sheaves. 
The ordinary homology (with integer coefficients) of the building d was 
determined by Solomon and Tits [18]: 




if i = 0 (A is connected) 
if i=n- 1 
otherwise 
where St, denotes a Z-form of the Steinberg module for G. Now the 
integral chain complex for A is just the constant sheaf X1 of the trivial EG- 
module. It follows from the universal coefficient theorem [ 19, Chap. 5.21 
that for any kG-module V’ we have 
Hi(Xv)z H,(A; Z) @ k @ V. 
( L 1 k 
In particular, H,(A$) z V as we remarked in ( 1.1). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let V be a natural module for G = SL,(k). The sheaf PV 
was described earlier. It was proved by Lusztig [9, Theorem 1.123 that 
Hi(&)r v ifi=O 
ZO ifi#O,n-1. 
Lusztig’s proof of the vanishing of homology in the intermediate dimen- 
sions is ingenious, and the result appears to be rather special, because in 
the case of equally “natural” modules there are examples where the inter- 
mediate homology is non-zero. On the other hand the proof that 
H,(FV)r V is straightforward and represents one case of our Theorem 
(4.1) on minimal-weight modules. For similar results on homology when I/ 
is defined in characteristic 0, see the theory of “duality” [ 1, 5, 71. 
EXAMPLE 3. The symplectic module for Q,(k). 
Let G be Sp,(k) and V be the natural 4-dimensional symplectic kG- 
module (again k need not be finite). This is also included in our work in 
Section 4, but we present here a sketch of the special case, in order to 
exhibit the geometric flavor of our approach. 
The sheaf terms at points, lines, and point-line edges (i.e., chambers) are 
of dimensions 1, 2, and 1 (respectively). For a vector o in the term VPL for 
chamber (p, L), the boundary map 8 is given by (u) 8 = up - uL, where up 
and uL represent copies of the same vector taken from the vertex terms VP 
and I’,. In particular, we can conclude that the homology quotient H,(PV) 
is already spanned by the point terms VP. Furthermore if p, q, r are distinct 
points of a line L, the relation among corresponding 1-subspaces of the 2- 
space V, shows that VP lies in the subspace ( V,, V, ). 
To construct H, explicitly, choose four points xi, x1, x3, xq forming an 
ordinary quadrangle in A; corresponding vectors in V can be chosen so 
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that {vl, uq} and { u2, v3} are orthogonal hyperbolic pairs. Computation 
(see Section 4) shows the corresponding l-spaces are independent in H,,; it 
remains to decide whether they span H,. 
If X is any set of points, let S,(X) denote the points of X and those 
points lying on a line spanned by two points of X For each positive integer 
i, set Si+ i(X) = S,(Si(X)), and then set S(X) = lJi S,(X) (this is the usual 
geometric span of X). Now setting X= {x1, x2, x3, x4} as above, we see 
that if S(X) is the set of all points, then the l-spaces VX,,..., VX, span H,. 
Here the characteristic of k enters the picture; if char k # 2, then S(X) does 
comprise all the points (see the proof of (4.2)), and hence dim Ho = 4 (and 
f&r V by (1.3)). 
On the other hand if char k = 2, then S(X) is the set of points of a proper 
O,+(k) subgeometry. Moreover dim Ho(&) = 5; it is the natural SO,(k)- 
module (see (4.3)). If we extend X by taking a suitable 5 th point x5 such as 
(ul + u,), then S(Xu {x5}) is the set of all points. 
EXAMPLE 4. The irreducible modules for X,(2). 
Let G = X,(2). These are 23 = 8 dominant weights in the 2-restricted 
range, and hence 8 irreducible IF,G-modules V. We shall describe the sheaf 
9, and sketch the computation of HO(gV) in each case (see Table I). Fuller 
details will appear elsewhere [26]. 
The cases where HO(FV) r V follow from: (1.1) when V is trivial, (4.1) 
when V has dimension 4 or 6, and (2.4) when V is the Steinberg module. 
The other cases require additional arguments, given in [26]; here are the 
main ideas. If V has dimension 14 take live points a, b, c, d, a + b + c + d, 
where a, b, c, d form a basis for the natural module. The corresponding 3- 
spaces span Ho. On the other hand, the 4 x 4 matrices of trace zero give a 
TABLE I 










































15dimensional indecomposable module W, which admits a subsheaf 
isomorphic to FV, and spanning W. This shows that W is a quotient of H, 
by (1.3), and hence H,,(F,,)z W since it has dimension at most 15. In the 
case of the 20-dimensional modules V, one can show that 
Ho(&) z H2(FW) where W has dimension 4 (this fact will appear in a 
future paper on “duality”). Dimension 21 then follows from Lusztig 
c9, P. 241. 
Before leaving this example, consider the 6-dimensional irreducible V. It 
can be shown that H,(FV) has dimension 1; this is interesting because 
H,(Xv) = 0. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF Fv FOR IRREDUCIBLE MODULES V 
In this section all modules are for a finite Chevalley group G over its 
natural splitting field k = IF,. In accordance with our earlier conventions we 
delete the building A from our notation, and refer to the homology 
modules of A endowed with the sheaf 9 as Hi(F). Some motivation for 
restricting attention to irreducible modules is provided by the following 
restatement of the main result of [14]. 
(2.1) THEOREM [ 143. rf V is irreducible, then & is an irreducible sheaJ 
One of our principal aims is to investigate how the study of a “global” 
irreducible module V may be replaced by consideration of the purely 
“local” information in the irreducible sheaf 9”. It is therefore important to 
show that the sheaf 9” in turn uniquely determines V, as the only 
irreducible with that sheaf. To differentiate between non-isomorphic 
modules, we require some explicit description of the irreducible modules 
for finite Chevalley groups: for this we use the setting of Steinberg [ZO], 
where these modules correspond to dominant weights in the “q-restricted” 
range. In fact the proof of the following lemma is the only place in this 
‘paper where the weight theory is actually needed. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let V and W be irreducible and suppose that 9” and Fw 
are isomorphic sheaves. Then V and W are isomorphic modules. 
Proof Suppose V & W; then the corresponding q-restricted weights 
Cl= I viAi and C;= I wilzi (0 < vi, wi < q - 1) are not equal. So there is some i 
for which ui # wi. Now the main result of [14] shows that for minimal 
parabolic Pi = Ui Li, Vu’ is the irreducible kL,-module for q-restricted 
weight v,Ai, and WuC for w,li. Thus vi# wi forces VU’ S& W”’ as kLi- 
modules, so 9” & FW, a contradiction. i 
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Evidently (2.2) also holds if we take k to be algebraically closed, and V 
and W rational modules; in that case, the correspondence of modules with 
(unrestricted) dominant weights is 1: 1. 
The reader may also notice that the argument for (2.2) shows that the 
irreducible sheaf 9” is determined by its terms at minimal parabolics- 
indeed by a set of n mutually incident minimal parabolics (one of each 
type). Since Levi complements involve only a single copy of SL,(q), which 
has just q different irreducible modules, the number of ways of choosing 
terms at minimal parabolics is exactly q”. As this is the number of 
irreducibles for G, we get a natural 1: 1 correspondence V+-+ & between 
irreducible modules and irreducible fixed-point sheaves. 
We now exhibit the most basic property of HO(FV). 
(2.3) THEOREM. Zf V is irreducible, then HO(F,,) contains a unique 
maximal submodule, and its quotient is isomorphic to V. In particular 
H,,(F”) is indecomposable. 
ProoJ: Let W be a non-zero, irreducible quotient of H,,(Sv). As in the 
proof of (1.2) one obtains a sheaf map from FV into J&,; and by property 
(ii) of sheaf maps the image sheaf lies in Fw, Irreducibility of W means Pw 
is irreducible by (2.1) and so 9$~9&. By (2.2) this means W is 
isomorphic to V. Since a chamber term (9$), is l-dimensional, 
End,,C((9V),) is ldimensional. Therefore by G-equivariance and the fact 
that FV is chamber-generated, we see that End,(YV) is l-dimensional. Now 
any sheaf map from 9” into XV has 9” as its image (as for W above), so 
Hom,(FV, XV) = Endk(FV) is l-dimensional. Therefore by (1.2) there is 
one submodule of Ho(&) with quotient V. 1 
Recall from Section 1 that the Solomon-Tits construction exhibits the 
Steinberg module in top homology of the sheaf for the trivial module. Now 
(2.3) will allow us to give another consruction, in bottom homology: 
(2.4) COROLLARY. Let St denote the Steinberg module for G. Then 
HO(&) E St. 
Proof: By (2.3) H,(F&) has unique irreducible quotient St, but St is 
projective and must therefore be a direct summand of HO(&). 1 
Notice that by the result of [14], the module St’/ for the Levi com- 
plement L of a parabolic P= U. L must be the Steinberg module for 
semisimple L’. Thus (2.4) may be interpreted as saying that St is built up 
recursively from smaller Steinberg modules. 
It is interesting to see how (2.3) may fail if V is only indecomposable. 
For example let G = Sp,(2) and let V be the natural orthogonal module for 
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the isomorphic group O,(2). Then V is indecomposable and has a trivial 
submodule given by the (non-singular) radical R of the form; let M denote 
the irreducible quotient V/R, which is isomorphic to the 4-dimensional 
symplectic module for Q,(2). One checks that 9M is isomorphic to the 
sheaf of totally singular subspaces of V, and that 9Vg59$OYM (see, for 
example, the’discussion prior to Theorem (4.1)). Moreover H,,(PM)g V as 
discussed in Section 1, and consequently HO(FV) z R 0 V. 
We will study some more detailed properties of H,,(&,) in the next sec- 
tion. Before doing so, we examine the effect on the preceding results of 
varying the field k. 
Different Fields 
It may also be necessary in some circumstances (for instance, the work of 
Timmesfeld in Sections 2 and 7 of [23]) to consider a single group G 
defined over k = [F,, but to consider representations defined over a smaller 
field k,, (most often, the prime subfield EP). Here the interrelations of the 
irreducibles for G over k and k, are well known (see, for example, [6, 
pp. 149ffl). If V is a kG-module, we will adopt the notation V,, for the 
same underlying set, regarded as a vector space over kO (so that the dimen- 
sion over k, is ) k: k, 1 times that over k). 
To read the sheaf 9” over k,, we replace each Vu by ( V”)O = ( VO)u, so 
as to define a k,-sheaf denoted PV,,. If V is a kG-irreducible, it remains 
irreducible as a k,G-module, and the sheaf FV,, is similarly an irreducible 
k,-sheaf. We observe that if FE Gal(k, k,) then the algebraically conjugate 
irreducibles V and F( V) agree as k,G-modules; and correspondingly the 
k,-sheaves 9& and (9$ ,,& a g ree. The precise analogue of (2.2) is now that 
9&r 9,,, implies V is an algebraic conjugate of W (so that V,,E W,). For 
the proof, one checks that connecting maps can commute with G-action (in 
fact, even with H-action on a high-weight vector) only when each of the 
local-space isomorphisms of V, with W,rP( VO) (for some power m,) 
have all m, equal to some common m-so that WrF”(V). This is not 
entirely obvious, as we can see in case k, = [F, and ,G = S&(4): let V be a 
(basic) natural module, P its dual, and A a basic adjoint module. Then the 
sheaves of V@ F( V) and A over k, = [F, have l-dimensional terms at Bore1 
subgroups and 2-dimensional terms at all other proper pararbolics. Thus 
the corresponding terms of the two sheaves are individually isomorphic 
over ff,. However, no collection of these isomorphisms can commute with 
G-action, and we can in fact distinguish the sheaves by comparing H- 
actions closely. (In particular, we cannot here identify sheaves solely by 
dimensions of their terms.) 
The analogue of (2.2) then provides a key step in the proof of the 
analogue of (2.3), showing that only V,, can arise as an irreducible quotient 
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of Lf0(9,,0). To see that two such quotients cannot arise, check that 
End,,(@&)~ k, so that Homn,,JHo(9&), V,,) has dimension 1 k:k, I. We 
omit the details. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF IRREDUCIBLE MODULES AND RELATED QUESTIONS 
In this section V is an irreducible kG-module, and we shall find it con- 
venient to write P for H0(9~). Our starting point is the observation that 
.9,, is a direct summand of the sheaf Yp. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let W# 0 be any quotient of p, and let M be the unique 
maximal submodule of W provided by (2.3). Then &,z F”@ FM. 
Proof: By (1.2) 9+, contains a subsheaf F isomorphic to 9”. Indeed if 
p: W * V denotes the quotient map, then (9) p = 9$, and since p maps 
each term of % isomorphically onto the corresponding term of &, it 
follows that 9 n &,, is the zero sheaf. Thus 5w contains 5 @PM as a sub- 
sheaf, and we only need show that 5w = 9 0 FM. To see this let cr be any 
simplex with unipotent radical U = U,. We know W” maps onto Vu with 
kernel WUn M= M”, so WU/MUzFg and therefore F0 @ M” = W”, as 
required. 1 
This result suggests we could obtain the irreducible V by first con- 
structing p, and then factoring out submodules. In order for this approach 
to be of interest, we must see how to construct the sheaf 9” without know- 
ing beforehand the kc-module V. It is clear enough that the individual 
terms Vuu are determined independently as irreducible kP,-modules; since 
rk(L,) < rk(G), we might assume inductively that such modules are known. 
We observe next that the terms can be interrelated by connecting maps and 
G-action, using as “global” knowledge only the permutation of G on its 
parabolics. Fix a chamber c with Bore1 subgroup B,. = U,. . H. A con- 
sequence of [14] is that each (abstract) module Vu0 is spanned by the 
“high-weight spaces” it contains-that is, the spaces Vg-lucg corresponding 
to G-conjugates g - ‘B,g lying in P,. Thus if we make a choice of vector v, 
in each l-space Vu<, we define G-action on generators by permutation 
action: (v,) g = vg-lCg. Then in each abstract module Vu., we fix some Bore1 
subgroup B,, = g - ‘B, g in P,, and choose a corresponding vector v:, E Vuu 
to be the image of II,, under the connecting map (P~,~. Since each Vu0 is 
generated by the Vu<‘, we simply use the various cpCpO to map generators to 
generators in defining the more general connecting maps cpgr. Similarly the 
G-action g: Vu0 + Vg-‘uug is determined on generators by the permutation 
action. 
481/96/2-2 
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In a subsequent paper, we will discuss this sheaf construction in detail 
for more general groups and geometries. We have in fact implemented it in 
computer calculations of several special cases. 
Let us now consider in detail the method of obtaining V alluded to 
above. 
(3.2) ALGORITHM. ( 1) Compute l? 
(2) For W a quotient of p, compute the terms W” of Fw. 
(3) Compute M”, where W” = Vu@ M”, as suggested by (3.1). 
(4) Compute the submodule M’ = (TM) of M generated by the M”. 
Now repeat steps (2) through (4) with W/M’ in place of W. 
If A4 # 0, the submodule M’ of A4 in step (4) must be non-zero, because 
for any unipotent radical U, the subspace MU of &, is non-zero. It follows 
that dim( W/M’) < dim(W), and since P is finite dimensional, this shows 
that the above algorithm terminates after a finite number of steps. Notice 
also that after completing step (1 ), knowledge of the maximal submodule 
A4 in step (3) is equivalent to knowledge of V, so the usefulness of the 
algorithm must depend on our ability to determine the smaller spaces MU 
without prior knowledge of M. 
We first devote a few lines to seeing that the computations indicated can 
in fact be performed algorithmically. We describe modules by means of 
generators and relations, and group action by matrices in terms of suitable 
bases. Notice that the construction of 9$ (already described) gives the 
modules C,(&) and C,(FV) and the action of G. Furthermore, the boun- 
dary operator a is a linear transformation between the two spaces, and is 
also conveniently expressed as a matrix in the chosen bases. Then the 
quotient P= C,/(C,) 3 is determined for step (1) by elementary linear 
algebra (we may use row-reduction to extract a basis of the quotient); and 
similarly for further quotients W of I? Determination of fixed spaces W” in 
step (2) is also elementary linear algebra: finding kernels of the 
endomorphisms u - id, for u E U. For step (3), we content ourselves tem- 
porarily with the observation that the problem is finite; we can examine 
vectors w  of W” seeking those with ((w) G) < W. From this point of view, 
steps (3) and (4) are combined. 
Remarks on Efficiency of (3.2) 
The efficiency of the algorithm evidently depends on just how com- 
plicated the maximal submodule A4 can be. In all the examples at the end 
of Section 1, we saw it was at most a trivial module, but this is not always 
the case. 
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(3.3) EXAMPLES: Fundamental modules for G2(q). 
In the case of G = G,(q) and V irreducible of dimension 7 (6 in charac- 
teristic 2) or 14, we obtained H,(9$) in several cases by computer 
calculation of generators and relations. 
For q=2, we find for both dim V= 6 and dim V= 14 that 
dim H,,(FV) = 14. In case dim V= 6, the module HO($$) is apparently 
uniserial with (ascending) composition factors of dimensions 1, 6, 1, 6. 
The case of characteristic 3 is special, as G then possesses an outer 
“graph” automorphism. In this case the ICdimensional adjoint module A is 
not irreducible, but has two distinct 7dimensional constituents. To study 
this more carefully, make a choice of long and short roots, so that the 
“natural” 7-dimensional module V has the sheaf denoted 




In characteristic 3 this is the sheaf PX of the “other” 7-dimensional 
irreducible X. In fact, we find that PA = 9$@ FX. It is easy to calculate that 
A = (9”), so that the lCdimensiona1 A is by (1.3)(i) a quotient of 
iYO(gX); in fact computation shows that it exhausts H,(FX). The transform 
B of A by the graph automorphism similarly defines a 1Cdimensional 
Ho(%). 
In the case q = 2 and dim V= 6, we find that (&,,) is of dimension 7 in 
the 8-dimensional module M, so that a second pass through steps (2)-(4) 
of (3.2) is required. Since (PM) covers at least the socle of M (sum of all 
irreducible submodules), we can say in general that the number of passes 
needed is bounded by the length of the ascending “socle-series” of M. The 
same case shows that M may involve the module I/ defining 9,. Further- 
more in the case q = 3 and dim V = 7, we see that high-weight vectors in V 
and A4 are stabilized by maximal parabolics of the two different types. 
These examples suggest there is no simple way of relating the constituents 
of A4 to V in terms of weight theory, or the parabolics stabilizing weight 
vectors. The problem of describing the nature of M in general remains very 
much open. 
We return briefly to step (3) of (3.2), the problem of determining the 
complement MU to Vu in W”. The exhaustive search can be supplemented 
by use of the notion of “weight” for a finite BN-pair (see Curtis [4, 
Sect. 4]), since such a weight involves only determination of kernels of cer- 
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tain linear operators. Indeed, in cases where M does not involve V itself, 
this approach distinguishes the constituents of MU from those of VU 
without any exhaustive search. 
Related Results 
We indicate some straightforward results bounding the complexity of p, 
not directly related to (3.2). First, we can deduce a (rather crude) bound 
on the degree of P from its generation of conjugates of Vu. Write 
P, = U,L y for the parabolic stabilizing a high-weight space of V. 
(3.4) Dim P< 1 U,I. 
Proof Recall that P is generated by the l-spaces {(V,) rp, : c a chamber 
of d }. Fix a chamber c with stabilizer B = UH. We claim in fact that V is 
generated by the subset given by all (V,),, where d has the form (c) uwO 
with u E U- (the unipotent group “opposite” to U, given by w0 Uw, where 
w0 is the longest element of the Weyl group). To see this, let W be the sub- 
space of P so generated. The chambers d are those at the maximal distance 
f(w,) from c (where chambers have distance 1 if they have a panel in com- 
mon). Now let e, stabilized by B,, be a chamber at distance I(w,) - 1 from 
c; then it is adjacent to q chambers dl,..., dy at maximal distance (with 
stabilizers B1,..., By). Let p denote the panel common to these chambers. 
We may apply the standard result of Steinberg [21, Theorem 443 to the 
irreducible kL,-module VP: it is generated by the l-spaces (V,)“lr Vu1 for 
the Bore1 subgroups B, ,..., B, of L, opposite B,. It follows that (V,) qe is in 
the subspace of P generated by ( Vd,) (Pi,,..., ( Vdq) (pdq; and so lies in W. Of 
course, this holds now for any e at distance I(w,) - 1 from c. And we can 
repeat the argument: if f is at distance Z(w,) - 2 from c, it is adjacent to q 
chambers at distance I(w,) - 1, whose l-spaces lie in W.... We conclude all 
l-spaces for chambers lie in W, so W = p. 
But now we write U- as XP vUp ,,, where X y is a full unipotent group 
of L V < P, = NG( V”). Thus the set of conjugates ((V,) cp,) U-w,, = 
((V,.)cp,)X~.U~.w,=((V,.)cp,)U_.w, has size <IU-,I=IU,I. So 
(3.4) is proved. 1 
Of course, in case V is the Steinberg representation, P, = B and the 
bound is attained: Pr V of dimension I UI . For smaller irreducibles 
(especially if q =pr >p), the bound is usually far too large. 
We make the observation that CO(FV) is, by its construction, just the 
induced module @;= i Indg,( V&), where P, ,..., P, represent the classes of 
maximal parabolics. A similar remark holds for C,(FV), which is mapped 
by 8 into a submodule of this sum. The following is immediate. 
(3.5) P is a (simultaneous) quotient of each of the n summands of 
0 := i Indz,( VuJ). 
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This property does not, however, characterize p; for example, let 
G = X.,(2) and V be the natural module; then Indg,( Vu’) and IndgJ VU’) 
share a common direct summand, a 6-dimensional indecomposable with 
quotient I’; whereas PZ V (as noted in Section 1, Example 4). 
Concluding Remarks 
It follows from (2.3) that P is a quotient of the projective cover 9( I’) of 
I’. In fact, our previous remark shows that the surjection is canonical: for 
,Y( V) is a component of the regular module kG = IndF( 1 ), and we simply 
restrict to it in the natural surjections Indp( 1) + Ind&( 1 U,) -+ Indg,( V,) 
(say), and then map onto P by imposing relations from B,(P,). Let N be 
the kernel of the composition of these maps so that P( I/)/Ns f? Then this 
quotient is generated by a subsheaf rPV, and by the direct-limit property 
(1.3) is maximal with this property. It seems likely that it is the unique 
maximal quotient so generated, but this is not obvious. Such a result would 
provide a more “intrinsic” characterization of l? We state this as: 
(3.6) Conjecture. Let R be any submodule of 9( V) such that P( I/)/R is 
generated by a subsheafg&. Then R contains the canonical submodule N 
with 9’( V)/N% l? 
The “unique maximal submodule” property (2.5) suggests comparison of 
P with a “Weyl module” W(V), obtained from an overlying algebraic 
group. (See Wong [ZS, especially (5F)].) Observe that W( I’)” involves the 
corresponding Weyl module W( I’“) for the Levi complement L. This 
indecomposable projects onto Vu, but possibly with a large kernel; whereas 
from (3.1) we see that the corresponding term in P is just irreducible Vu, 
already split off from MU. Thus from the point of view of sheaves and 
homology, it is potentially easier to work with P than with the Weyl 
module W( V). For example, if G = C,(2) and A= A,, we compute by 
Weyl’s formula that dim( W( V)) = 14, whereas we find P is simply the 8- 
dimensional irreducible module V itself. On the other hand, for G = A,(2) 
and A= 1, + A,, we find that W(V) z V is the 20-dimensional irreducible, 
while P is a 21-dimensional indecomposable. This latter example shows 
that the characteristic is built in to the theory of p, for it involves a module 
extension which is “invisible” to the weight theory underlying Weyl 
modules. (In a subsequent paper, we consider a “universal” sheaf whose 
zero th homology maps onto both W(V) and p.) 
4. MINIMAL-WEIGHT MODULES 
We now turn to an important class of modules, the minimal-weight 
modules, which arise in many practical group-theoretic situations. Let us 
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first recall that a dominant weight /z is said to be minimal (see Humphreys 
[S, p. 721 for details) if there is no other dominant weight p # i such that 
II -p is a non-negative linear combination of fundamental roots. A major 
consequence of this property is that the weights of the associated 
irreducible module V(J) form a single orbit Aw under the action of the 
Weyl group W, and each weight space is l-dimensional. This implies that 
the corresponding kG-irreducible A4 = M(A) is of dimension 1 JwwI regard- 
less of the characteristic of k. 
The main result of this section is that H,(&,,) is isomorphic to M, with 
one exception in characteristic 2. To discuss what is involved we shall need 
to set up some notation. The list of possible (non-zero) minimal weights 1 
for each indecomposable root system is easily computed [8], and each 1 is 
found to be a fundamental weight, corresponding to the node of the 
Dynkin diagram labelled with a 1 in Table II below. For every parabolic 
subgroup P, = U, L,, the corresponding subspace M, = MUV in the sheaf 
&,, is also an irreducible (possibly trivial) minimal-weight module, by 
[14]. (The dimension M, for the maximal parabolics is given in the table 
by the integer labelling of the diagrams, though we do not actually need 
this information.) The notation in the first column of Table II will be used 
throughout this section; so DL, for example, will mean the spin module for 
D, with its corresponding fixed point sheaf. 
Before stating our main theorem it is appropriate to mention a special 
feature of the natural symplectic modules for the groups C,(q). In the case 
of characteristic 2 only, one has the isomorphism C,(q)gBJq) and the 
natural (orthogonal) module V for B,(q) is (2n + 1)-dimensional, with non- 
singular radical R affording a trivial submodule. The irreducible module 
M= V/R is isomorphic to the symplectic module for C,(q). Let F denote 
the sheaf of totally singular subspaces of V; since these subspaces generate 
V, Corollary (1.3) shows that V is a quotient of H,,(F). Moreover each 
term V, of 9” splits under L, as R Q Yc, so 9$/PR E F; and now V/R &’ M 
shows 5~9~. Thus we see that H,(&,,) has a quotient isomorphic to V, 
and in particular Ha(&,,) $ M. This explains the need for the exceptional 
case in our main result: 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let M be any irreducible minimal-weight module. Then 
HO(FM) is isomorphic to M; except for type C, in characteristic 2, in which 
case M is 2n-dimensional, but HO(Fj) is isomorphic to the orthogonal 
module of dimension 2n + 1. 
The proof of this theorem is given in a uniform geometric manner using 
roots and appartments in all cases, except the symplectic one which 
requires calculations within the module, since the characteristic of the field 
is involved. For notational convenience, as in Section 3, we shall usually 
write iii in place of H,,(&,). 
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TABLE II 
Minimal-Weight Modules M 
Type Dynkin diagram dim M 
Usual name 
of module 
(,“,I (:I:) n-r+2 ! I+! ith exterior 






-p* *“-I 4 2 










Proof of Theorem (4.1) for the C, (Symplectic) Case 
As mentioned in Section 1, this problem of the natural symplectic sheaf 
for Sp,,(k) quickly reduces to the geometric question of natural embed- 
dings of the associated polar spaces. In Chapter 8 of [24], Tits classifies 
embeddable polar spaces and his methods essentially involve the procedure 
we give below in our special case. 
We first deal with the case of odd characteristic. 
(4.2) LEMMA. rf A4 is the natural symplectic module for Sp,,(k), where 
char k # 2, then i@gM. 
Proof: Take a symplectic basis (x1 ,..., x,, y ,,.., y,} for M, where 
(xi, xi) = ( yi, y,) = 0 and (xi, yj) = 6,. The totally isotropic subspaces are 
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precisely the vertices of the building; those of dimension 1 are called points 
and those of dimension 2 are lines. Since the isotropic subspace 
coresponding to any given vertex is generated by the l-spaces 
corresponding to the points with which it is incident, it therefore suffices to 
show that the image in fi of the l-space for any point lies in the span in & 
of the l-spaces for the 2n chosen points. Let this span be denoted by fl. 
(Our notation of ^ for subspaces of h has no connection with H, of a 
sheaf.) Observe first that if p and q are collinear points of #, lying on some 
line L (an isotropic 2-space), then elementary homologies show the l- 
spaces for all points of L lie in 8. It therefore suffices to prove the 
geometric result that if we take all points on all lines spanned by the 2n 
points of our basis, and repeat this procedure sufficiently often, then we 
obtain all points. At this stage, one may use the theory of polar spaces to 
complete the proof as follows. The set of points, together with the isotropic 
subspaces spanned by them, forms a polar space (one uses here the 
Buekenhout-Shult characterization [2]), and this polar space has rank n. 
Moreover it embeds in the sense of Tits [24, Sect. S] in a 2n-dimensional 
vector space, and must therefore, by Tits’ classification, be the C,(k) polar 
space. (In the case of characteristic 2, one obtains the D,(k) polar space.) 
However, a direct argument runs as follows. The subspaces 
X= (x, ,..., x,) and Y = ( y, ,..., v,~) of our natural module are totally 
isotropic, and so the corresponding subspaces 8 and P of fi lie in &. Now 
for any vector z E M, we write (z) to denote the corresponding point of 
our geometry (i.e., l-space of M), and (2) for the l-space of & which 
belongs to this point. Since x, ,..., x,,, y ,,..., y, is a basis, we may in M write 
z = x + y, where x E X, and y E Y. Since the n-spaces 2 and P lie in fi it 
follows that (a) and (9) lie in fi. If (x, y) =O, then (x) and (y) span a 
line containing (z), and so (2) c fi by our earlier remark. Suppose that 
(x, y)=a#O. We take X’E (x ,,..., x,) such that (x’, y) = 0, and (using 
charkf2) set x,=4(x+x’), with xb=x,-x’=x-x,. We also take 
y, E ( y, ,..., yn > such that (x0, y,) = 0 and (xb, yo) = +a, and set yb = y - y,. 
Then (xb, yb) = (xb, y) - (xb, yo) = fa - $a = 0, and (x0 + y,, xb + yb) = 
(x0, yb) + ( yo, xb) = ia - $a = 0; also (x0, y,) = 0 by definition. Therefore 
(x0) and ( yo) span a line containing (x,+y,), and (xb) and (yb) 
span a line containing (XL + yb). Moreover (x0 + yo) and (xb + yb) span 
a linecontaining (xo+x~+yo+y~)=(x+y)= (z). Therefore (z^)~fi, 
and consequently I?= &?, as required. 1 
This completes the proof of Theorem (4.1) for the C, case in odd charac- 
teristic. In the characteristic 2 case, the buildings for C,(k) and B,(k) are 
isomorphic. Moreover, in the discussion preceding Theorem (4.1), we 
showed that if M is the natural symplectic module for C,(k), then & is 
isomorphic to the sheaf 9 of totally singular subspaces in the orthogonal 
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module of dimension 2n + 1 for B,(k). Our result for C, in characteristic 2 
is therefore an immediate consequence of the following result. 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let V denote the natural (2n + l)-dimensional orthogonal 
module for B,,(k) (k is any field), and let 9 denote the sheaf of totally 
singular subspaces on the building for B,(k). Then H,(F) is isomorphic to V. 
Proof: We observed just before Theorem (4.1) that V is, by (1.2), a 
quotient of H,(9), so it is sufficient to prove that dim, H,,(F) = 2n + 1. To 
do this we will take a basis of V comprising singular vectors, and show that 
the subspace 8 of H,(F) spanned by the corresponding l-spaces is in fact 
all of H,(9)). It therefore suffices to show, as in the proof of (4.2) above, 
that if we take all points on all lines spanned by the 2n + 1 points of our 
basis, and repeat this procedure sufficiently often, then we obtain all points. 
As before, instead of quoting the classification of polar spaces, we give a 
direct argument. Let x1 ,..., x,, y, ,..., y,, z be singular vectors forming a 
basis for V, such that (xi) is collinear with (xi) and with ( y,) for all 
j# i. (Notice that this is not an orthogonal basis-indeed (xi) is not 
collinear with ( y,), and in the characteristic 2 case, z is not in the radical 
of the bilinear form.) As in the C, case, for any singular vector u E V, we let 
(u) denote the point of our polar space and (0) the corresponding l- 
space of H,(F); our subspace flc H,(F) is defined to be that spanned by 
the l-spaces corresponding to the basis given above. Let W denote the 
hyperplane of V spanned by x,,..., y,. Any vector w  E W may be written 
w=x+y, where XE(X ,,..., x, ), and y E ( y, ,..., y, ), and if w  is a singular 
vector, then (w, w) = 0 in the symmetric bilinear form associated to the 
quadratic form. In this case it follows that (x, y) = 0, and so (x) and ( y) 
span a line containing (w ). Therefore (ti ) G fl; so @‘E fi. 
We next claim that if zi E V is any singular vector such that (t?) G fi, 
then the l-space for every point collinear with (u) lies in fl also. This is 
sufficient, by connectivity of the geometry, to show that the l-space of 
every point lies in i?, and consequently that fl= H,(F), as required. Sup- 
pose lirstly that u C W. Since dim W= 2n, every line L (i.e., totally singular 
2-space) on (u) meets Win a (singular) point (w). We already showed in 
the previous paragraph that (6 ) G fl, and since ( fi ) G fi by assumption, 
we see all l-spaces for points of L lie in fi, as required. For the other case, 
we suppose u E W, so ( fi ) c @IC fl. We choose a point (z’ ) outside W at 
“distance 2” from (u ) in a quadrangle containing (z ): if (u ) and (z) are 
not collinear, we may as well take (z’ ) = (z); while if they are collinear, 
we choose a vector z’ in z’ but not in W or u’ to obtain (z’). Now if L is 
any line on (u), there is a unique point (u) of L collinear with (z’). 
Since z q! W and (2) E 8 by definition, and as (z’ ) is collinear with (z ), 
we get (2’) c fl by the first case. Similarly since z’ d W and (z’ ) E fi, we 
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get (ti) c I?. But now we have (0) c fi and (a) c 8, so the l-spaces for 
all points of L lie in fl, as required for the second case. This completes the 
proof of (4.3). 1 
Before proceeding to prove Theorem (4.1) in the non-symplectic cases, 
we shall need some further notation concerning buildings; the reader may 
consult [24] as a reference. An apartment A in a building is a Weyl com- 
plex, and if one takes a reflection hyperplane of this Weyl complex, then 
the two closed subcomplexes (hemispheres) thereby determined are called 
roots of the building. 
(4.4) LEMMA. If A is an apartment and c is any chamber (of some 
building of spherical type), then there is a sequence of apartments 
c E A,, A 1 ,..., A, = A such that Ain Ai_, is a root for i= l,..., k. 
Proof: Let a E A be any chamber, and A, an apartment containing a 
and c. If A n A, is a root we are done, so suppose it is not. In any case, 
A n A, is a convex subcomplex and so it embeds in a root @ of A,. We 
then obtain A, as the apartment determined by @ together with some 
additional chamber of A meeting A n A, in a panel. An easy induction on 
the cardinality of A n Ai completes the proof. 1 
Proof of Theorem (4.1) for the Cases A,,;, B,, D,, DL, E,, E, 
The minimal weight A determines a particular node of the Dynkin 
diagram, and hence a particular type among the possible vertex types. We 
distinguish the vertices of this minimal type by the name m-vertices. 
The proof of (4.1) will reduce to the following geometrical fact, an obser- 
vation about a certain “tightness” of the apartment: 
(4.5) LEMMA. Let A be an apartment and @ a root of A. Then any m-ver- 
tex of A-@ lies on an edge with a vertex of @. 
Proof of Sufficiency of (4.5) 
Assume that (4.5) holds. Fix an apartment A, and let fi denote the sub- 
space of fi spanned by the l-spaces for the m-vertices of A; to prove (4.1) 
we must show fl= fi. Suppose now A’ is another apartment on @. By 
(4.5), an m-vertex u of A’ - @ is on an edge with some vertex w  of 0; thus 
the l-space for u (call it (0)) is homologous to a subspace of the image 
fi, in A of the term at w. But M, itself is a minimal-weight module for the 
Levi complement L, of the stabilizer of w  (as remarked earlier this is 
implicit in the node-labelling of Table II). Thus by the usual theory of 
minimal-weight modules, M, is spanned by the l-spaces corresponding to 
m-vertices in the apartment A n Res(w) of the residue of w. It follows that 
A,” is spanned by some of the generators of fl, and so (6) G fl. So for any 
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v E A’ we get (B) c fi. Now given any m-vertex x of the building, we may 
embed x in a chamber c, and form a sequence of apartments from c to A as 
in Lemma (4.4). The argument we just made shows (by induction on the 
length of the sequence) that 9 E &, so that &= &?; as dim fi= ( Aw 1, (4.1) 
holds. 1 
Proof of (4.5). Each of the six cases (A.,i, B,, D,, Dk, E,, and E7) is 
analyzed in turn. By conjugacy of the roots under the Weyl group it suffices 
to consider just one root in each case, except B, where there are two types 
of root. 
Case A,,i. An apartment of type A, arises from a basis for the natural 
module. Thus the vertices of A may be taken as all proper, non-empty sub- 
sets of {O,..., n}, adjacency corresponding to containment of subsets. The 
vertices of the root @ may then be taken as all subsets S having the 
property that if S contains n, then it also contains (n - 1). The m-vertices 
(corresponding to the ith node of the diagram) are subsets of size i. An m- 
vertex lies in A\@ if as an i-subset S, it contains n but not (n - 1). At least 
one of T= Su {n - 1 } or T= S\ (n} is both proper and non-trivial; and 
this T is a vertex of @ adjacent to S, so the result follows. 
Case B,, n 2 3. An apartment of type B, is the same as an apartment of 
type C,, which arises from a basis for the natural symplectic module of 
dimension 2n. Thus the vertices of A may be taken as the non-trivial sub- 
sets of { l,..., n, l’,..., n’} which do not contain {i, i’} for any i= l,..., n. 
There are two types of roots, which we shall call point roots and line roots. 
A point root may be taken to comprise all vertices not containing n’, and a 
line root to comprise all vertices having the property that if they contain n 
(resp. (n - 1)‘) then they also contain (n - 1) (resp. n’). 
Now an m-vertex v corresponds to a subset of (maximal) cardinality n. If 
@ is a point root and u E A\@, then u contains n’; it is clear that u is joined 
to the (n - l)-set u\{n’} which lies in @. If @ is a line root and v E A\@, 
then u contains {(n - l)‘, n}, and we see (recall n > 3) that v is joined to the 
(n - 2)-set v\ { (n - 1 )‘, n} which lies in @ as desired. 
Cases D, and 0:. An apartment of type D, comes from a basis for the 
natural orthogonal module in 2n dimensions. Thus the vertices of A may be 
taken as all non-trivial subsets of { l,...,n, l’,..., n’} which do not contain 
{i, i’} for any i = I,..., n, and having the further property that the car- 
dinality is not n - 1. The vertices of the root Cp then have the additional 
property that if they contain n (resp. (n - l)‘), then they also contain 
(n - 1) (resp. n’). In the case D,, m-vertices are l-sets, and the only ones in 
A\@ are n and (n- 1)‘; these are joined to {n, n- l} and ((n - l)‘, n’}, 
respectively, both of which lie in @. In the case of 0; an m-vertex v has car- 
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dinality n as a subset; if u E A \@, then it must contain both n and (n - 1)‘; 
it is therefore joined to u\{n, (n - l)‘}, which lies in @ (recall n 24). 
Cases E, and E,. The structure of apartments of type E, and E, is 
known (see, for example, Coxeter [3, p. 2021) and we describe them below. 
One usually regards the m-vertices as being points, and the vertices 
corresponding to the adjoining node of the Dynkin diagram (labelled 2 in 
Table II) are regarded as lines. Each line is incident with exactly two points 
in the apartment; in the E, case there are 27 points with 16 lines per point, 
and in the E, case there are 56 points with 27 lines per point. The graph of 
points and lines is described in Fig. 1; there are in each case three orbits of 
points under the action of the stabilizer of a root. 
The E, apartment. Points are all symbols l,..., 6, l’,..., 6’, (ij), where 
i,jE {l,..., 6). Lines are all of the following pairs of points where i, j, k are 
distinct symbols: (ij)(ik), (ij) k, (ij) k’, ij, i’j’, and ii’. 
The E, apartment. Points are all symbols f l,..., f 6, f l’,..., *6’, and 
6-tuples s = ( f I,..., f6) with an even number of plus signs. Lines are all of 
the following pairs of points: all ij and iy where i #j-j, all ii’, all si and si’ 
where i is one symbol of the 6-tuple S, and all st where s and t are 6-tuples 
with 4 symbols in common. The symbol K, means a complete graph on 
6 points. 
To complete our proof, note in the case of E, (resp. E,) that a root @ 
contains 21 (resp. 44) points, and meets its opposite 5 in 15 (resp. 32) 
points. Clearly each of the 6 (resp. 12) points (i.e., m-vertices) of A\@ is 





12 32 12 
FIGURE 1 
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joined to the vertex corresponding to the line which is shown connecting it 
to one of the 6 (resp. 12) points of A\$; and this line lies in CD n 8. These 
last two cases complete the proof of Lemma (4.5), and with it Theorem 
(4.1). I 
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